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Executive
Summary
The Forces of Change Assessment (FOCA) is one of four assessments conducted during
the third phase of the MAPP Process. The purpose of the FOCA is to identify forces – trends,
factors, and events – that are influencing or will likely influence the health and quality of life of the
community or that impact the work of the local public health system in Livingston County.
The FOCA focused on 6 force of change categories:




Economic
Education/Scientific/Technological
Environmental





Ethical
Political/Legal/Legislative
Social/Cultural

The following questions were used to identify potential forces of change that could impact
Livingston County:







What has occurred recently that may affect our local public health system/community?
What may occur in the future?
Are there any trends occurring that may have an impact? Describe the trends.
What forces are occurring locally? Regionally? Nationally? Globally?
What characteristics of our jurisdiction or state may pose an opportunity or threat?
What may occur or has occurred that may pose a barrier to achieving the shared vision?

After prospective forces of change were identified a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats) analysis was completed for each force of change category to provide
a more comprehensive analysis of the forces of changes and the possible impact they could have
on Livingston County.
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MAPP FOCA
Participants
Area Agency on Aging 1-B
Melodie Valvano
Hamburg Township, Township
Supervisor
Pat Hohl
Key Development Center
Anne King-Hudson
LACASA/CAP Council
Deanna Norris
Livingston County Animal Control
Jon Westendorf
Livingston County Catholic Charities
Mark Robinson
Livingston County Circuit Court
John Evans
Livingston County Commissioner
Gary Childs
Livingston County Community Mental
Health
Connie Conklin
Livingston County Department of
Human Services
Jeannette Freeland
Livingston County Department of
Public Health
Aaron Aumock
Amy Aumock
Matt Bolang
Elaine Brown
Dianne McCormick
Linda Weiman
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Livingston County Emergency Medical
Services
Jeff Boyd
Livingston County Human Services
Collaborative Body
Anne Rennie
Livingston County Planning
Department
Scott Barb
Livingston County Sheriff’s Office
Mike Murphy
Livingston County United Way
Nancy Rosso
Marion Township, Township Supervisor
Bob Hanvey
Pharmacist
Robert Herbst
Recycle Livingston
Mary Hunt
Resident
Cheryl Schott
St. John Providence
Lou Bischoff
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital – Livingston
County
Bill Makela
Trinity Health – St. Joseph Mercy
Hospital
Chris Stokes
Work Skills
Marcia Ransom
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The Process
On April 16th, 2015, the Livingston County MAPP Team convened to conduct the FOCA at
the Livingston County EMS Public Safety Complex. Participants included representatives of the
local public health system (MAPP FOCA Participants list).
The meeting began with a brief overview of the MAPP process, as well as an in-depth
description of the FOCA. The assessment was broken into two parts, with a Forces of Change
brainstorming activity (Appendix) followed by a small group SWOT analysis (Appendix). One
week before the FOCA meeting MAPP Team members were electronically sent and were asked
to complete the “Forces of Change Assessment Worksheet” (Appendix) to get them thinking
about Forces of Change within the community prior to the meeting and aid in the Forces of
Change brainstorming activity.
The Forces of Change brainstorming activity required participants to walk around the
room to stations corresponding with the six Forces of Change categories (Economic,
Education/Scientific/Technological,
Environmental,
Ethical,
Political/Legal/Legislative,
Social/Cultural) and brainstorm potential Forces of Change as they pertain to that specific station.
For this assessment Forces of Change were defined as trends (patterns over time), factors
(discrete elements), or events (one-time occurrences) outside of their control that may influence
the health of Livingston County or the local public health system, both in the recent past and the
foreseeable future. MAPP participants were guided by the questions listed in the Executive
Summary during the Forces of Change brainstorming activity.
Once the brainstorming activity was completed the MAPP Team broke into small groups to
complete a SWOT analysis. Prior to the meeting, MAPP Team Facilitators assigned participants to
one of six groups corresponding with one of the Forces of Change categories based on their
experiences and areas of expertise. Each Force of Change group used the information generated
by the Force of Change brainstorming activity to identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats (SWOT analysis) as it related to their assigned force of change category. The following
prompts were given to guide the SWOT analysis:


Strengths: What does this force of change do well that helps us to improve the health of
the community?



Weaknesses: Where must this force of change improve in order to improve the health of
our community?



Opportunities: How might this force of change create opportunities for improving our
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public health system or the health of our community?


Threats: How might this force of change create threats or barriers to improving our public
health system or the health of our community?

Common themes and forces that were particularly significant in Livingston County and forces
which were mentioned repeatedly from different groups throughout the assessment were
identified.
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The Results
Potential Forces of Change identified during the Forces of Change brainstorming activity
(Appendix) were used to complete a SWOT analysis for each Force of Change category.
TABLE 1: Economic FOC SWOT Analysis
FORCE: ECONOMIC
STRENGTHS











Housing market
Three health systems making
local investments
Revitalization of the state
economy
Affordable Care Act should
reduce overall medical costs
Wealthiest county in the state
AAA bond rating
Increased economic
development
Decreasing unemployment rate
Younger employees are more
flexible
More scrutiny on investment
outcomes – best value for
funding

WEAKNESSES









Lack of affordable housing,
particularly for low-income
families and seniors
State economy fluctuations
New economic growth, mainly
in the service sectors
Need for more quality and
affordable child daycare
Lack of friendly infrastructure
for low-income families
Access for health care for lowincome residents
Higher employee turnover
rates cost employers in training
and other costs
Too much investment in
outcomes may result in less
concentration on the process
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OPPORTUNITIES







Healthcare systems’ local
investments should bring
additional health care
providers into the county
Growth in senior population
translates to economic growth
in the county
Lower gas prices impact
commuting workers
Increase incentives for healthy
living habits
Improve transfer of
development rights and
conservation easements

THREATS







Lack of regard for long-term
implications of federal, state,
and local budget cut-backs
Cost of living rising higher than
income
Within courts and health
systems, social issues are costly
to remedy
Seniors may choose not to
locate here and move to
communities that can better
meet their needs
Agriculture in county
decreasing
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TABLE 2: Education/Scientific/Technological FOC SWOT Analysis
FORCE: EDUCATION/SCIENTIFIC/TECHNOLOGICAL
STRENGTHS
WEAKNESSES








Collaboration between groups
and the ability to leverage
existing communication
networks
Industrial use of broadband
coverage
Community college affiliations
– locations within Livingston
County
Cleary University
Public school system
Home schooling









Sharing health care data
Private use/availability of
broadband
Major university affiliations
Cost of education – out of
district
E-Learning (Universities/work
from home)
Difficulty reaching populations
that need education
Outdated education

OPPORTUNITIES











Growth in renewable
technology
Data interfacing between
groups (data sharing)
Non-profit employee student
loan forgiveness
Education tailored to the needs
of the county
Partnership with research
institutions
(state/private/university)
Use of technology to improve
access to healthcare
Mass notifications through
technology
Education reform
Broadband growth residentially
Reaching people through social
media

THREATS













Cost of education
Debt – student loans (decrease
in grants)
Human to human connections
Education reform
Lack of funding
High (12%) immunization
waiver rate – highly educated
community correlated with
decreased immunization rates
Hacking/cyber terrorism
Cyber bullying
Cell phone side effects
Interconnectivity – cascading
effects when interconnected
sites/technology goes down
Antibiotic resistant drugs

TABLE 3: Environmental FOC SWOT Analysis
FORCE: ENVIRONMENTAL
STRENGTHS









Some state and federal
regulations are becoming more
stringent (surface water and
storm water regulations)
Replacing old pipelines with
new technology
Availability of ground water
(drinking water)
Increasing municipal
wastewater systems
Public land and lakes for
recreation
Paved/bike trails
Local food regulation

WEAKNESSES






Weakening of state and federal
regulations (PA 451)
Unfunded mandates are a
strain on staff resources
Reduction in state program
support
Recycling
Sustainability/planning

OPPORTUNITIES










More public education on
environmental issues
Municipal server systems –
expansion, centralized
wastewater collection systems
Infrastructure/ development/
redevelopment
Sustainability/planning
Emergency preparedness
Increase fuel economy
Wind and solar power
More paved/bike trails,
recreational areas, and parks
Radon resistant homes

THREATS
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Unfunded mandates threat to
core services
Reduction in state program
support
Increase in development
resulting in reduction of natural
resources and wildlife habitat
Stress on municipal services
Newly established pipelines
Climate change (droughts,
floods, storms)
Fracking
Contamination of ground
water supplies
Infrastructure/ development/
redevelopment
Hoarding
Farming – run off, pesticides,
regulations are weak
Lyme disease, bird flu, super
bugs, mosquito diseases, bed
bugs
Radon
Air quality from industrial
practices
Inconsistent enforcement of
environmental regulations at all
levels
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TABLE 4: Ethical FOC SWOT Analysis
FORCE: ETHICAL
STRENGTHS





Increasing diversity
Sensitivity to and
understanding of others’
cultural values
People will access resources
and engage in the community
when they feel respected
Big Red Barrels to dispose of
medications

WEAKNESSES






Unnecessary use of services
and benefits
Sense of entitlement
Reducing overuse enables
others to have access
Tort reform would decrease
utilization and costs
Communication norms must
hold citizens and institutions
accountable for their behaviors
and actions (i.e. tobacco,
alcohol, medication)

OPPORTUNITIES





Improve allocation of and
access to limited resources
Promote and educate about
End of Life options and getting
decisions documented through
Advanced Directives
To develop a drug and needle
exchange program could have
access to opiate overdose kits
to reduce disease, overdose,
and death

THREATS






NIMBY (Not In My Backyard) –
threatens growth,
development, implementation
of needed resources
Unnecessary use of force –
interpersonal, cyberbullying,
road rage, child abuse, and
people in positions of power
Private information – misuse of
private information erodes
trust in public health system

TABLE 5: Political/Legal/Legislative FOC SWOT Analysis
FORCE: POLITICAL/LEGAL/LEGISLATIVE
STRENGTHS
WEAKNESSES



Keeping up with technology
helps keep our county current
and moving forward
Polarization of ideologies









Keeping up with technology –
obsolescence happens very
quickly
Polarization of ideologies
State/federal grants – hoops to
jump through to get little or
nothing out of it
Expressways – outsiders
coming into the county to do
bad things
Decline of law enforcement –
it is easier to maintain a safe
environment than it is to
create one
Term limits – can get rid of
good people and they never
quit campaigning

OPPORTUNITIES
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Keeping up with technology –
provides better services to
residents
Lack of trust in legislative body
– opportunity to get closer to
the people
City planning – if you listen to
the people you’ll get what the
majority would like
Aging population – a chance to
hear from your elders
Expressways – ease of travel
and bring in economic
development
Information dissemination – an
opportunity to offset the use of
perceptions
Expectation of services – an
opportunity to educate
Lowest tax rate – we have the
highest per capita income
Affordable Care Act
New county administrator – a
fresh start with someone with
no preconceived ideas

THREATS









Keeping up with technology – if
you don’t you become
susceptible to hacks and a lack
of security
Unfunded mandates – could
cause a transfer of resources
from existing services
Affordable Care Act
Prescription drug abuse –
addiction and death
Quality of roads – economic
(personal and business)
Medical marijuana – increased
demand on human services
Lowest tax rate – could take
away some services
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TABLE 6: Social/Cultural FOC SWOT Analysis
FORCE: SOCIAL/CULTURAL
STRENGTHS












Good collaboration – get
things done
Family values – two parent
homes
Connected families –
connected to neighbors,
community, and organizations
Generous community – give to
others
Senior centers are visible and
strong in the community
Offers a broad range of arts
and activities in the community
Retail growth
Parks and recreation are
wonderful
Strong involvement by faithbased community
Strong volunteer base
Continue to be effective
despite economic shift

WEAKNESSES














Need to be easily accessible
with more services for aging
population
Prepare for “aging in place”
Community awareness of the
aging population’s needs
Increased isolation of seniors
Need acceptance of all
communities – need to
increase diversity
Limitation of transportation –
decreases mobility and
increases isolation
Need to recognize mental
health as a health issue
Social media/technology can
cause isolation and lack of
activity
Lack of recreation for youth/
adults and is too costly
Need efforts to reduce drug
abuse
Encourage increased use of
parks and recreation
Low income people are a
minority and can be
overlooked
Bullying

OPPORTUNITIES









Demographics are changing –
becoming more diverse
Strong collaboration – ability to
figure things out together
Social media provides
opportunities to connect
Libraries fill a void in this
county – provide opportunity
Opportunities to develop
partnerships between formal
services and informal resources
(libraries, faith-based
organizations, etc.)
Address substance abuse issues
as a county
In preparation for our growing
diversity, enhance English as a
Second Language resources
and program quality

THREATS
















No longer have English as a
Second Language and GED
programs in county
Disconnected families
Isolated seniors
Programs, services, and
capacity will be unable to
expand to meet the diversity
and range that is projected –
not just enough money but
mindset as well
Substance abuse and
prescription drug use
Legalized marijuana
“Old fashioned” stigmas –
perception and reality
All stigmas
Lack of connections for and
support of ALICE (asset
limited, income constrained,
employed) population and
individuals with disabilities
Resistance to preventive
measures (immunizations, STD
prevention, etc.)
Social media and technology
impacts children’s ability to see
realistic ethical norms and
cultural expectations
Reliance on technology to
inform or feel socially
connected to others

Meeting
Evaluation
EVALUATION
MAPP Team members completed a participant evaluation (Appendix) at the conclusion of
each LPHSA work session. Evaluation results were shared with the MAPP Team facilitators for
planning purposes.
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APPENDICES

Livingston County MAPP Team:
Forces of Change Assessment Worksheet
In preparation for the Forces of Change Assessment meeting this worksheet is designed to help you begin
thinking about the forces of change that may influence the health of our community or Livingston County’s
public health system.
What are forces of change?
Forces of change are trends, factors, and events outside of our control that may influence the
health of our community or our local public health system, both in the recent past and the
foreseeable future.







TRENDS are patterns over time, such as migration in and out of a community or a growing
disillusionment with government.
FACTORS are discrete elements, such as a community’s large ethnic population, an urban
setting, or a jurisdiction’s proximity to a major waterway.
EVENTS are one-time occurrences, such as a natural disaster or the passage of new legislation.

Types of forces of change include the following:
Economic
Education/Scientific/Technological
Environmental





Ethical
Political/Legal/Legislative
Social/Cultural

How to identify forces of change:
Think about forces of change outside of your control that affect the local public health system or
community.







What has occurred recently that may affect our local public health system/community?
What may occur in the future?
Are there any trends occurring that may have an impact? Describe the trends.
What forces are occurring locally? Regionally? Nationally? Globally?
What characteristics of our jurisdiction or state may pose an opportunity or threat?
What may occur or has occurred that may pose a barrier to achieving the shared vision?

Vision statement: A safe, healthy, educated, and supportive community in which all
individuals can attain optimal physical, cultural, social, mental, and
spiritual health.
Using the above information, on the back of this page brainstorm a list of all forces of change, including
factors, events, and trends, that may influence the health of our community or Livingston County’s public
health system.

Forces of Change Brainstorming List
1. ______________________________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________________________________
4. ______________________________________________________________________
5. ______________________________________________________________________
6. ______________________________________________________________________
7. ______________________________________________________________________
8. ______________________________________________________________________
9. ______________________________________________________________________
10. ______________________________________________________________________
11. ______________________________________________________________________
12. ______________________________________________________________________

Please complete and bring this worksheet to the April 16th MAPP meeting. This information
will help us to identify the changes in the environment that present threats and opportunities
to the health of our community and the Livingston County public health system. We will also
look at the public health system’s weaknesses and strengths.
Your input is invaluable to this analysis and we look forward to your participation!

Livingston County
MAPP Team Meeting
Phase 3: The 4 Assessments
Forces of Change Assessment
Thursday, April 16, 2015
Livingston County EMS Public Safety Complex
1:00pm – 4:00pm

I.

Welcome & Sign-in [1:00pm-1:20pm]

II.

FOCA Brainstorming Session [1:20pm-2:05pm]


Each group will spend 6.5 minutes brainstorming at each force of change poster.

III.

FOCA Small Group SWOT Analysis [2:05pm-3:15pm]

IV.

Small Group Report [3:15pm-3:45pm]


Each group with have 5 minutes to give brief report on their group’s force of change SWOT
analysis.

V.

VI.

Session Summary & Next Steps [3:45pm-4:00pm]


Complete meeting evaluation.



Group reporters to turn in SWOT matrices.



FOCA report will be shared via email with MAPP Team participants

Adjourn

Next Meeting:
Phase 3: The 4 Assessments – Community Themes and Strengths Assessment (Part 2)
Thursday, May 7, 2015
1:00-3:00PM
Livingston County EMS Public Safety Complex, Hartland Auditorium

FORCES OF CHANGE BRAINSTORMING ACTIVITY RESULTS
FORCE: ECONOMIC




























Homeless (housing market)
Change in regions – impact programs/coordination
Economy
Infrastructure (road improvements)
+$ = increases in services?
Funding increase or decreases
State Innovations Model (SIM)
St. Joe’s Hospital investment
St. John’s Providence Hospital investment
Increase competition for healthcare money
Lower gas prices = increase in driving/decrease in air
quality/decrease in road quality
Minimum wage/wage increases
State budget – random budget cuts, no thought of
implications/risk
County budget
Predominantly middle class
Federal budget
Employment
Medicaid/Medicare
Business growth
Population growth
Increase in taxable value healthcare
Aging population
Foods – healthy and quality/safety
Decrease in agricultural land
Increase in residential development
Income vs. cost of living
Better distribution of taxes
























High cost of intervention public health/courts
Increasing senior population
Senior purchasing power is good: > $700 million into the
county economy in 2011
Increase in retirees  increase in homes purchased and
occupied
Proposal I – increase sales taxes hurts all
Biggest reported unmet healthcare need was dental
followed by Medicaid (seniors)
Increase senior housing costs – rentals where are affordable
Federal budget cuts – services for senior tax payers, border
security, sector and housing
MDHHS
Variances in property taxes
Inflation
Health care costs going up
Business engagement/investments in community
High cost of childcare
Continued stratification between rich and poor
Lack of value for wellness
Focus on highest quality outcomes for dollar invested
Housing market (boom or bust, property tax values)
Shame/blame for being poor
Unemployment rates/job market
Staff changes
Staff training needs

FORCE: EDUCATION/SCIENTIFIC/TECHNOLOGICAL





















Tele-health
o Personal health management
o In home/virtual diagnostics
o Virtual access to physicians/providers
Growth in renewable energy
Partnerships with major universities/colleges (University of
Michigan/Michigan State University)
Aging demographic ≠ technology (?)
Kids + seniors
Partnerships with research/monitoring branches of state
government
Use of technology to increase access to health care
Technology opportunities to inform is broader
Risk human-to-human connection
Get more young people involved
Education reform – testing requirements could actually
reduce young peoples’ critical thinking/problem solving skills
Data sharing
Increase in cost of education
Increase in student loans
Decrease in grants
911
Location between major universities – University of
Michigan/Michigan State University/Eastern Michigan
University/Wayne State University/Cleary University/
Lansing Community College/ Washtenaw Community
College
Can’t stay current with changes in technology























Population change
More seniors than school aged
Digital technology
Collaboration with community partners
Funding
Access to internet county-wide
Increase computer systems/information systems
Social impact by social media
More educated – increased waiver for immunization (of
children)
Impact of technology on health (e.g. physical activity,
sedentary lifestyles, potential exposure to electromagnetic
waves)
Focus should be on outcomes (results) not just on
compliance (what people do vs. whether it makes a
difference)
Risk in antibiotic drug resistance
Hackers/terrorism – cyber
Decrease access/availability for forms (i.e. taxes)
Bullying
Sexting
Exposure to radiation (e.g. from new technologies)
Research and research funding
Lack of availability to develop critical thinking skills
Difficulty reaching populations that need education
Homeschooling – resources, equity, quality
Local evening GED programs for adults






















Pipelines flooding
Climate change
Hydraulic fracturing
Availability of groundwater (drinking water)
Municipal sewer systems
US-23 highway exchange
Emergency preparedness  disasters
Increase use/deployment of renewables
Electric/hydrogen fuel cell cars and fuel efficiency
Paved/not bike trail
Lyme disease
Loss of farmland and rural character
Superbugs
Road deterioration
Bed bugs
Animal/human diseases (swine flu)
Mosquito diseases
Lower cost of veterinary services for animals
Increase in development (soil erosion, wildlife, trees, etc.)
Public education, air quality, radon




FORCE: ENVIRONMENTAL

















“Hoarding” – lack of regulations/laws/support
Increasing senior population (increasing need for help with
caring for in immediate environment)
Lack of cell phone and cable coverage
Poor internet connectivity/availability
Population increase – service capacity will need to respond
etc.
No recycling at congregate living sites
High levels of parks and lakes for recreation
State parks-recreation (26,000 acres)
Bumper crop of poppies = low cost heroin
Weather events
Shift to long-term thinking/sustainability
Farming success/food availability
Disconnect between civilization and nature/environment
Environmental toxins
Changes in state environmental regulations/federal
unfunded mandates
Decrease in state regulation resources (personnel)

FORCE: ETHICAL













Stigmas
Unnecessary use of force – lack of respect for law
enforcement
Lack of accountability: parents and system
Private info
Polarization of our society
“Not in my backyard” mentality
Erosion of civil standards/behavior/community
Increased diversity is good for all
Fair allocation of limited resources
Fair access to limited resources
Media and technology – bullying
Promotion of personal agenda















Rigidity
Marijuana legalization
Smoking/tobacco free workplace/workforce
Conscience ethics vs. professional requirements ethics
End of life conversations (documentation)
Drug and needle exchange program/opiate overdose kits
Acceptance/understanding of all differences
Flu shot requirements
Immunization education requirements (waivers)
Culture affects values – so know your culture
Ethics in bankruptcy
Bias
Prejudice
























Expectations of services
Decline of law enforcement personnel (county-wide)
Roads
Medical marijuana
Term limits
Immunization waivers
Proposal 1
Lowest tax rate doesn’t equal effective services
Quality of life equals increased money
Animal rights
“Hoarding,” no mechanism to force change
Efforts to increase smoking age to 21
Anti-tax
Anti-government  eliminate this – do your job
Job discrimination
Regionalization
2016 Election
New county administrator
Certificate of needs rules
Mandatory insurance/no fault insurance reform
MDHHS
Support growth – grow with the time

FORCE: POLITICAL/LEGAL/LEGISLATIVE























Keeping up with technology in law enforcement
Polarization of ideologies
Repeal of sustainable growth rate
Lack of trust of legislatures/government
Availability of state/federal grants
City planning/development
Big bureaucracy (red tape)
Lack of funding/support for prevention and education
Ability/desire to think globally (narrow, special interests)
Openness to change
Tea party
Mean-spirited legislation “blaming the victims”
Gerrymandering
Aging population
Funding (unfunded mandates)
Birth rate
Personal agendas drive budget decisions
Major expressways
Affordable Care Act
Supreme court decisions
Information dissemination
Prescription drug abuse

FORCE: SOCIAL/CULTURAL
























Face-to-face quality time
Family values/time spent together
Attitude of “It’s not my problem”
Single parent homes
20% ALICE
Loss of rural character
Lack of diverse recreation for young adults
Transportation
Deaf culture
Population/retail growth
Sedentary lifestyle
Parks and recreation
Bullying 24/7
Prescription drug use
Animal rights
Meth
Lack of resources/priority to address multicultural inclusion
KKK – historical perspectives, overcoming
stereotypes/reputation
Anti-government movement
Increasing senior population
Collaboration is a strength in the county
Increasing sexually transmitted infections and Hepatitis C
Substance use (Heroin/Fentanyl) at alarming rates/overdose
deaths






















Immunization
English as a second language
Homelessness
Lack of cultural diversity (art, music theater)
Sensitivity to/acceptance of cultural elements
Lack of broad range of services
Lack of f & f communication (conference calls/electronics)
Aging population changes/increases
Increasing population without transportation/potential
isolation
High cost of living
o Decreasing middle class
o Impact of this on lower social-economic residents
(isolation/stigmatization)
National shift in legalizing pot
Increase in social activities/arts, etc.
Social media
Diversity of county population/demographics
Lack of racial/ethnic diversity
Views about health and wellness
Increase in poverty rates (children)
Engaging the community in the conversation
Emerging population in county – Asian/Native
American/Hispanic – we don’t identify or acknowledge, they
may have different needs

FOCA SWOT ANALYSIS MATRIX

MAPP Meeting Evaluation Form
Phase 3: The 4 Assessments
Forces of Change Assessment
Thursday, April 16th, 2015 at 1:00pm
Please take a minute at the end of the meeting to complete this evaluation. The feedback will help us
improve the quality and effectiveness of our future meetings.

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The meeting purpose and objectives were clearly stated.
All meeting participants were actively involved.
I am satisfied with the opportunities for participation and sharing.
I am satisfied with the way decisions were made.
The meeting structure allowed for full participation.
Meeting materials provided were informative and useful.
The discussion was focused.
Issues covered were important.
We used our meeting time effectively.
The time given to all agenda items was adequate.
I am satisfied with this meeting.
I enjoyed this meeting.

Strongly
Disagree

Indicate how much you agree with the following statements by circling your response using the scale
provided:
1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

What aspects of this meeting were particularly good?

What aspects of this meeting could have gone better?

After having gone through this, what expectations do you have for the next meeting?

Do you have any additional suggestions or comments about this meeting?

